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CORRECT Markings Are Also Known on Cover
By Joe Crosby

In issue No. �4 of Auxiliary Markings, David. L. Straight 
accurately reported that the “CORRECT” marking was intended 
for use with the postmaster’s name and date on the registry bill 
form to indicate that everything was in order when in his custody. 
Straight states at the end of his article “Because of their unique 
functions, I would not expect to find Registry Bill ‘correct’ and 
‘diagonal lines’ auxiliary markings on any other postal forms or 
covers.” Delf Nerona in the 28th Philatelic Congress Book (�962), 
United States Registry System Forms, 1869-1871, indicated some 
disagreement with this conclusion - stating: “These ‘Correct’ 
postmarks were sometimes used on other forms and probably 
occasionally on an ordinary or registered envelope.”

This is exactly what occurred on this first-class letter  to Texas 
cancelled with the Thackerville, Ind. Ter. “CORRECT” marking 
(reduced cover in Figure �). M(illard) F(illmore) Thacker became 
the first postmaster of Thackerville, Chickasaw Nation, Indian Ter-
ritory. The town was named for his relative Zachariah Thacker,  a 
pioneer settler. The marking in black is “THACKERVILLE, IND. 
TER. / Jun 26 / CORRECT / M.F. Thacker, P.M.” (actual-size in 
Figure 2). The backstamp at Pilot Point, Texas is Jun 28, �883. 
It is only the second known “CORRECT” marking, ancillary or 
primary, from Indian Territory.   (Continued on Page 14)   

      
     

     
         Figure 2  

Figure �
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Held For Postage - More Input
By Tom Breske

“Held For Postage – The Auxiliary Markings” by D.L. 
Straight, Oct, 2006 (Vol III, No. 4) and L. Piszkiewicz’s 2006 
book “Chicago Postal Markings and Postal History” categorized 
a number of “Held For Postage” and related markings.  I took 
this as a wakeup call to organize my similar covers to facilitate 
a comparison and to add to the body of unreported marks.  I also 
have a number of returned-for-postage covers that I will write 
about in a separate article.

For all my auxiliary marked covers I created an Excel™ 
spreadsheet that allows easy sorting by one or more columns. 
I will make it available on our web site when I and others have 
worked out the best organiztion for it. Each general class of marked 
covers is identified with an alpha-numeric code (e.g. HFP is Held 
For Postage, OHP is Originally Held for Postage, etc.). For covers 
with multiple AMs I presumed which AM was added first to help 
select the alpha code.  The numeric value is the spreadsheet entry 
and storage sequence.

To cross-reference Straight’s outline with my spreadsheet I 
added an additional column marked “DLS I.D.”  Marks that are 
apparent duplicates of Straight’s are in bold type.  Many cov-
ers have multiple AMs as indicated. For many covers that were 
deficient in postage it is impossible to determine with certainty 
whether the deficiency was paid by the sender or addressee.

It is hoped that a number of us will continue this work, and, 
eventually, a monograph will result. Please note that this is a work 
in progress as the method of categorizing these markings is far 
from worked out, and my approach remains preliminary.

My additional AMs are illustrated below and conform to 
Straight’s outline, followed by my spreadsheet I.D.  Even though 
this dual identification is cumbersome, it does allow entry to, and 
cross-reference of, the two sets of related data. I am presenting 
these markings to allow our readers to appreciate that the work of 
categorizing them is moving forward.  However, other approaches 
that others believe might work more effectively are welcome as 
suggestions.

Before I illustrate these markings, I would like to show and 
discuss two covers that nicely illustrate some aspects of the Held 
For Postage process. The first of these, in Figure 1, is an unpaid 
post card “HELD FOR POSTAGE” in New York City on Decem-
ber 22, �905. “NOTICE OF DETENTION SENT” on December 
23, �905. On receipt of �¢ due from addressee, on December 29, 
the card was sent on to the addressee with the handstamp  “ORIG-
INALLY HELD FOR POSTAGE / BUT NOW FORWARDED 
ON RECEIPT / FROM YOU OF AMOUNT DUE / N.Y.I.D.” 

applied. (Editor’s note: As I’ve indicated in my editorial, addi-
tional input from Club members is welcome as we attempt to 
collect and categorize all of the fascinating and varied auxiliary 
markings related to the “Held For Postage” process. The super-
script 2 has been added to Tom’s markings so as to indicate that 
he is their source, a fact that needs indicating as the sources for 
these markings are large in number.)    
        

     Figure � 

Figure 2 illustrates an unpaid post card “Held For Postage” 
on December 3�, �906. On receipt of �¢ due from addressee, on 
January 3, �907, “Forwarded on receipt of stamp.”   
        

 

     Figure 2   
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         Tom Breske Markings
      

HFP19042 “HELD FOR POSTAGE / FORWARDED 
UPON / RECEIPT OF STAMP”     
  

               
Poughkeepsie, NY �904

       
HFP19432 “Held for postage” 

    
Ogden, UT �943

       
HFP19062 “MADISON SQUARE (in center of circle)” 

                  
New York City �906

       
HFP19212 “HELD FOR POSTAGE / C.P.O.N.Y.” 

            
New York City �92�

       
HFP1910 “HELD FOR POSTAGE / (N.Y.P….)” 

      

        
     

New York City �9�0
       

HFP19502 “DCDS:  “SAN FRANCISCO, CAL / HELD FOR 
POSTAGE” 

                
San Francisco, CA �950

       
HFP19342 “Held for postage / AUG 28 �934 / Addressee noti-
fied”                              

                                
Jersey City, NJ �934

       
HFP19052 “HELD FOR POSTAGE” 

           
New York City �905

       
HFP19332 “HELD FOR POSTAGE”

     
Chicago, IL �933

       
HFP19552 “HELD FOR POSTAGE”

    
Daytona Beach, FL  �955
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FUR19072 “Forwarded on receipt of stamp.” 

     
Patchogue, NY �907

       
OHP19062 “Originally held for postage” 

               
Jersey City, NJ �906

       
OHP19072 “FORWARDED UPON/ RECEIPT OF STAMP” 

                      
Newport, RI �907

        
       
TMP19052 “This is the letter for which you sent / Postage” 

        

              
San Francisco, CA �905

       
       

TMP19482 “THIS IS THE MAIL FOR/WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE” 

               
Providence, RI �948 

       
TMP19402 “THIS IS THE MAIL FOR/WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE” 

 

            
Brooklyn, NY �940 

       

FN19332 “204”  

      
Chicago, IL �933

       
FN18552 “8550”  

                                 
Daytona Beach, FL  �955

       
TMP19102 “THIS IS THE ARTICLE FOR / WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE” 

          
Marshall,  MN �9�0+/-

       
FUR19032 “This letter was mailed / without postage but is / now 
forwarded upon re- / ceipt of postage (in box)” 

       
Washington, D.C. �903

       
TMP19112 “This is the mail for which / you sent Postage.” 

   
Los Angeles, CA �9��

       
PSP19422 “POSTAGE SUBSEQUENTLY / PAID BY SENDER” 
[Other auxiliary marks on cover:  “Postage Due” and “sender 
notified”] 

    
Glendale, CA �942
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TMP19522 “THIS IS THE MAIL FOR / WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE”  

              
Harrisburg, PA �952      
Daytona Beach, FL �955

       
TMP19422 “THIS IS THE MAIL FOR / WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE” 

 

          
Newark, NJ �942

       
TMP19382 “THIS IS THE MAIL FOR / WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE” 

          
Washington, D.C. �938

       
TMP19392 “THIS IS THE MAIL FOR / WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE” 

   

              
Plattsburg, NY �939

       
TMP19542 “THIS IS THE MAIL FOR / WHICH YOU SENT 
POSTAGE” 

          
Mechanic Falls ME �954

       
HFP19062 “Held for Postage and forwarded / on Receipt of 
Stamp” 

        

                 
        Brooklyn, NY �906    

TMP19242 “This is the mail / for which you sent postage” 

          
Rochester, NY �924

       
TMP19082 “This is the PARCEL \ LETTER for which / you sent 
postage.” 

              
Brooklyn, NY �908

   

       
TMP19062 “This is the mail for which you sent postage”  [Other 
auxiliary mark on cover: “Unmailable as a Post Card / Due � cent 
as a postage”] 

            

             
Washington, D.C. �906

       
OHP19062 “Originally held for postage and / afterward forwarded 
upon / receipt of amount due.”  

    
Highpoint, NC �906

       
TMP19322 “This is the mail for which / you sent postage.”    
                         

            
Atlantic City, NJ �932

Membership Resignations

Thomas Allen  (�45)        Charles O’Dell 209) 
John Cope (�96)        Daniel Pagter (�76)
George Fekete (206)        Charles Schultz (�2�)
Alice Johnson (�46)        Thomas Taylor (�94)
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Editorial
By Tony Wawrukiewicz

 I just got a lovely post card for my collection of Old Home Week seals which is illustrated full sized. It was an unpaid post card 
“HELD FOR POSTAGE” on or about September �5, �908, in Beaver Falls, PA. On receipt of �¢ due from the addressee, it was forwarded 
to him with an unusual handstamp: “This is the MAIL/LETTER/PACKAG for / which you sent postage.” I’ve seen markings reading 
something like “This is the 
item for which you sent 
postage,” but I’ve not seen 
one that details the different 
types of mail matter as this 
one does. Also notice that 
there is no “E” on the end of 
“PACKAG”. Since the rest 
of the handstamp is very well 
struck, I presume that the E 
had somehow dropped off.

(Editor ’s note: Club 
members keep showing us 
interesting “Held For Post-
age” and related markings. 
Please see my editorial con-
cerning an effort that is 
in progress to identify and 
classify them and then place 
them within a monograph). 

As usually occurs as the new year begins, there is some attri-
tion in the number of members of a group. Our secretary, Jerry 
Johnson, takes extraordinary measures to remind those who have 
not renewed. In addition I sent out the second newsletter to even 
the delinquent members, along with an additional reminder that 
their yearly dues were unpaid. In spite of all this, we have lost 8 
members whose names are listed in this newsletter.

There has been a great deal of positive response to David 
Straight’s October newsletter article concerning Held For Postage 
mail. This response is reflected in Tom Breske’s fine follow-up 
article and additional notes from others, all included in this 
Auxiliary Markings.

As I write this, David, Tom, Len Piszkiewicz and myself 
are beginning to work together to collect these markings and 
categorize them. We hope to eventually publish the results as a 
Club monograph, but a great deal of work is left to be done. For 
instance, this will be the first publication that attempts to do this 
with one group of related auxiliary markings, and we are still 
working out the details of how we will categorize them. 

Also, we are just beginning to collect and/or locate all the dif-
ferent types/varieties that exist. For instance, I went through my 
material and found almost 50 more related markings and types. 
I also know of another source of over �00 additional examples 
that I will have to access and study. There are other sources of 
these markings that have been published, and this information 
will have to be brought into the study (David did some of this). 

All members of the club are solicited for their examples, but they 
might want to wait until we gather more of our material together 
and continue to publish it preliminarily, as Tom Breske has done 
in this newsletter. 

Don’t forget the show and tell presentation of auxiliary mark-
ings scheduled for Portland, OR, at Stampshow in August.  It is 
scheduled for 3 pm on Friday the �0th. I look forward to seeing 
even more members there.

In addition, you east coast members, don’t forget the op-
portunity to meet in Philadelphia for the Auxiliary Markings 
Club’s annual meeting.  Ast announced by Alan Warren in our 
January newsletter (see it for details), the Philadelphia National 
Stamp Exhibition will host the 2007 convention at the Valley 
Forge Convention Center in King of Prussia, PA. The dates are 
September 7-9, 2007. 

I’m very sorry to have to announce the passing away recently 
of David Allan Cooper, Sr. (�7). From his membership number 
readers can tell that Dave has been a member of our Club since 
it began in late 2003. More important, he has been a faithful 
contributor to Auxiliary Markings over the years (including one 
last article in this quarter’s newsletter). David was very active in 
Canadian philately.

Whoops! Write often enough and you’ll goof up big time. Two 
faithful readers pointed out that the “auxiliary marking” in German 
that I illustrated and discussed on page �4 of our last newsletter 
is in reality a slogan built into the cancel!

Held For Postage
By Terrance Hines
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Hands Reaching Out from Across the World
By Ted Wassam

I’ve been looking at all my material, and I ran into a nice 
selection of pointing hands used in countries besides the U.S. 
These hands are all shown actual size in this article.

The first lot was part of an October 5, 1938, mailing from 132 
James St., Montreal. It is interesting that those covers returned 
from small, provincial towns all used the big pointing hand on page 
�0 (see also Figure � below) of the July 2006 Auxiliary Markings. 
On the other hand, those returned from Quebec City (Figure 2), 
Ottawa (Figure 3) and Montreal were of a smaller size, similar to 
those used in the U.S. 

  

 
   Figure �

      
   Figure 2

      
   Figure 3 

I have only one of the Australian large hands (Figure 4) on a 
cover, mailed from Germany in �997 and returned January 22, 
�998. It is a label and has two more causes for return than does the 
one in the July 2006 newsletter, “Deceased” and “Unclaimed.”  

   Figure 4

I also have a large, red Dunedin, New Zealand pointing hand 
“RETURNED / TO / SENDER.” plus a straight line: “NOT 
KNOWN BY POSTMEN / DUNEDIN.” 

  

   Figure 5

Finally, Cuba (�929), Mexico (�93�) and Panama (�946) used 
very similar left hands which all read “DEVUELTA AL REMI-
TENTE” or “Return to Sender.” It seems reasonable to assume 
that many other Central American and Caribbean countries also 
used them.

 
   Figure 6

AMC’s National Meeting 2007

Don’t forget Philadelphia for the Auxiliary Markings 
Club’s annual meeting.  As announced by Alan Warren in 
our January newsletter (see it for details), the Philadelphia 
National Stamp Exhibition  will host the 2007 convention 
at the Valley Forge Convention Center in King of Prussia, 
PA. The dates are September 7-9, 2007. 
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Prisoner Mail - Massachusetts’ Reformatory
By Joe Crosby

In our last two issues, our Editor has 
started an interesting section on Prisoner 
Mail. Since it has to do with a prisoner 
ID number issue, the marking shown 
today would probably fit best under that 
series of markings. This ID marking is 
on the reduced �905 cover in Figure � 
from Westboro, Mass. addressed to Mr. 
Thomas Archibald / Concord Jc., / Mass. 
/ Box #00. 

At the bottom left is a rectangular box 
auxiliary purple marking which states: 
“No. �2990 Instruct / your correspondents 
to put / your consecutive number on / all 
mail matter addressed / to you.” It is 
shown actual size in Figure 2.  
     
     

 
      Figure 2 

 We might not have figured out the full meaning of this marking 
if not for the backstamp in purple oval “RECEIVED / MASSA-
CHUSETTS / REFORMATORY / FEB 8, �905.” shown actual 
size in Figure 3.  

 A quick check online reveals that the Massachusetts Refor-
matory for Men is located in Concord Junction, MA., along with 
several other Department of Corrections institutions including a 
prison. So Mr. Archibald, No. �2990, is in the reformatory and 

needs to have his letters addressed to his “consecutive number.” 
This is the same type of prisoner number as is referred to in the 
first article on Prisoner mail - “CDC Identification Number.” 
However, another online search reveals that “CDC” stands for 
California Department of Corrections.

       
                             

                   Figure 3

Figure �

Auxiliary Marking As Cancel?
By Terrance Hines

  Here’s an unusual marking I’ve come across. It is 
cropped from the item, and it is not reproduced at actual 
size. It reads “DO NOT USE THIS ENVELOPE / OR 
WRAPPER AGAIN / REFUSED ON ACCOUNT OF 
POSTAGE DUE.”  It is on a �972 registered cover, UC43, 
mailed from an APO to the Hamilton County Court in Cin-
cinnati, OH. Funny thing is that there is no indication of any 
postage due on the cover, nor any indication that it was, in 
fact, returned. And it shouldn’t have been since the $�.06 
postage paid the correct rate for airmail service (�� cents) 
plus basic registery fee (95 cents) in �972. Perhaps a clerk 
simply used this handstamp to cancel the stamps.
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A Small Puzzle Solved
By David L. Straight

In the July 2005 issue (pages 2-4) 
Tony Wawrukiewicz and I had listed the 
auxiliary handstamps available in the Post 
Office Department supply catalogs from 
�909, �9�4, �923, and �932. In reproduc-
ing those lists, we omitted markings that 
we believed at the time “were not related 
in some way to mail movement and would 
not be found on artifacts related to the 
movement of the U.S. mails.” Among 
the unlisted markings, for which we were 
unable to explain a function at that time, 
were the names of several countries.

Having recently acquired a �902 
purchaser’s receipt for an international 
money, with the word “Germany” stamped 
three times in purple post office ink, I now 
understand the function of those country 
name handstamps. A post office that sold 
international money orders could acquire 
handstamps for the countries to which 
their customers regularly sent payments. 
The �909 list included country name 
handstamps for: Bermuda, Canada, Cuba, 
Denmark, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, 
Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, 
Philippines, Porto Rico, Queensland, Rus-
sia, Sweden, and Switzerland. In �9�4, 
France was added to this list; there were 
no changes in the �923 and �932 lists.

Forwarding Out of the Country Is Now Free
By Tony Wawrukiewicz

If one is able to go through literally 
thousands of domestic post cards mailed 
in 2005, one will be lucky enough to 
come across a gem like this one. It ap-
pears to be a quite ordinary notice of the 
need for a follow-up dental check-up. It 
was appropriately franked with a 23¢ 
domestic post card rate stamp.

However, on September 26, 2005, 
the addressee had moved to the United 
Kingdom. Therefore, it was forwarded 
to the new address there, using a com-
puter-generated label which contained 
the forwarding address along with the 
admonition “NOTIFY SENDER OF NEW 
ADDRESS.”

What’s remarkable about this for-
warding to a foreign address is that it 
was by airmail and was free. This has 
been true since July 4, �985.
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U.S. Short Paid Mail to Canada, 1975-2000
By David Allan Cooper, Sr. and Tony Wawrukiewicz

Those who collect short paid U.S. letter mail to Canada, espe-
cially from the 1990’s, find quite interesting auxiliary markings 
on their mail. As one examines how this mail was handled and 
how earlier short paid mail from the U.S. to Canada was handled, 
it’s clear that the process changed at some point. 

For instance look at the June �978 letter in Figure �. It was 
mailed from California to Ottawa, Canada, and was franked with 
�3¢ postage. At that time the letter rate to Canada was �5¢ for the 
first ounce, and the letter was short paid 2¢. The handstamp on 
the letter reads: “SHORT PAID CANADIAN MAIL IS RATED 
UP DOUBLE POSTAGE DUE __4__.” Transmittal Letter - 85 
of October �6, �978 reads in  part:

... 232.223: ‘Shortpaid letters, letter packages, and post cards 
to Canada-apply stock rubber stamp R-�300-4, Postage Due___
____ Cents. Enter double the amount of the deficiency.

   Figure �

This approach (it was a reciprocal treaty between the U.S. and 
Canada) can be seen on the July �9, �983, letter from Canada to 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin in Figure 2. The 32¢ paid was short paid 
5¢ of the 37¢/ounce Canadian-U.S. letter rate of the time. There 
was thus twice the short paid amount or �0¢, “T �0 Cents,” due.

Subsequently, as reported in the International Mail Manual 
of �986, Issue 4 - September �8, �986, this approach changed. 
Henceforth, unpaid or short paid mail to Canada with a return 
address was returned for the deficiency only.

   Figure 2

This is demonstrated nicely with the September �989 cover in 
Figure 3. This cover was short paid 5¢ of the 30¢/ounce air mail 
rate to Canada. The handstamp “INTERNATIONAL MAIL PAID 
AT DOMESTIC  / RATE. RETURNED FOR ADDITIONAL /  
POSTAGE. / AIR MAIL RATE 30¢, ADD 5¢. / cross this out 
when remailing” tells the sender, to whom it was returned, why 
and what she needed to do.     

    Figure 3

Note that the 25¢ postage initially placed and canceled cor-
rectly retained its value when the 5¢ due was added. Usually the 
admonition to cover the message is adhered to better, and the 
underlying message cannot be made out. The few we show here 
were fortunately not obliterated.

The handstamp in Figure 4 was added to a �990 letter that like 
that in Figure 3 was also short paid 5¢ where the full rate was 30¢ 
per ounce. In this case not only did the added stamp not obliterate 
the handstamp, the added stamp was a 25¢ stamp! This significant 
waste of postage was noted on many of the other examples we 
have seen on or after �990. 

             
   

      Figure 4

The handstamp in Figure 5 was noted on a November �99� 
letter to Canada, first franked with only 29¢. The blank in the 
handstamp should have read: “RETURN FOR ADDITIONAL 
POSTAGE ��¢ ....”

  

 
   
      Figure 5
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Next we have a 1996 one ounce letter first mailed to Canada  
franked with only a domestic rate stamp of the time, a 32¢ value. 
It was returned for the �4¢ postage it was short paid because the 
air mail rate to Canada for the first ounce was now 46¢. Appar-
ently this situation was so common that the handstamp actually 
included the �4¢ amount that was due (Figure 6).

     
  

  
              Figure 6

Finally, in �996, the air mail postage for a two ounce letter to 
Canada was 52¢. The letter on which the handstamp in Figure 7 
was placed was initially franked with 32¢ and so it was returned 
for 20¢ additional postage. Again, fortunately, in this case, the 
additional postage was not properly placed so as to cross out the 
handstamp. 

  
              Figure 7

An Unusual Auxiliary Marking
By Douglas Quine

My wife mailed some invitations on February 7, 2007, 
to an American Cancer Society event. They were returned 
as undeliverable this week. The marking shown, which is 
new to me, it is illustrated full-sized.

The envelope was addressed to a person’s name at a street 
address.  From the USPS address lookup site, it appears that 
this is a multi-tenant office building and the USPS doesn’t know for which corporate tenant this person works.

Uncommon Pointing Hands
By Frank E. Moertl

I came upon a mailing from July 2005 which included quite a variety of different auxiliary markings which were of the return to 
sender type. A good number of these were inkjet type markings which I’ll show at another time, and there were two unusual pointing 
hand markings which are shown to the right. Both of these markings 
are shown full-sized.

The first one is an unusual combination of a solid-sleeved pointing 
hand with a long black bar at its lower margin. This whole marking was 
first placed on a label as a handstamp, and the label was then pasted 
over the address.

The second auxiliary marking represents an unusual example of a 
machine marking in that it is quite different from any other example I 
have seen. In particular the hand and the outline of the handstamp are 
unusual, in my experience.

Unfortunately, in both cases, there is no address remaining because 
these were windowed envelopes, so I cannot ascertain where the mark-
ings were applied.

Auxiliary Markings from Mailing the Latest Newsletter
By Tony Wawrukiewicz

No, I didn’t try to produce the auxiliary markings that are shown full-sized to the 
right. In the case of the first marking, my label printer loped off the PO Box Number 
of the address. Unfortunately, my label program doesn’t handle outsized addresses and 
truncates a few of them. Usually I note and correct this shortcoming for this particular 
club member. But I neglected to do it in this case 
and ended up with the illustrated marking.

Another newsletter received the second mark-
ing when I forgot that it was mailed to a member 
in Canada. Therefore, in this case, $�.�5 payment 
was due for 3 ounces, not the 87¢ domestic post-
age I placed instead. Thus the “RETURN FOR 
28 CENTS ADDITIONAL POSTAGE.”
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A First Day Cover Forwarded through Polish Forces in England
By Ralph H. Nafziger

An apparent oxymoron appears to 
characterize this First Day Cover (FDC) 
for the Czechoslovakia overrun nations 
issue (Sc. 9�0). All FDCs must be franked 
with first class postage, and yet insurance 
is not available for first class mail alone.

This FDC was mailed from Washing-
ton, DC to the state of Washington. It was 
insured as third class matter. Prior to July 
�, �945, all insured letters were given a 
number, as this FDC shows. Insured ser-
vice provided indemnity for third class 
matter beginning on July �, �924. If third 
or fourth class matter was mailed at the 
first class rate, it would be insured. Such 
was the case for this FDC. A fourth class 
label was applied, but it probably was 
sent third class (as rubber-stamped) since 
it weighed less than 8 ounces. On and after April �5, �925, all 
matter weighing 8 ounces or less not in first or second class, was 
placed in third class. Matter weighing more than 8 ounces was 
considered fourth class.

In order to substantiate the case for this FDC being third class 
and not first or fourth class, two auxiliary markings “Sender claims 
no writing enclosed,” and “Sender claims nothing fragile or per-
ishable enclosed” were applied. In addition, a mute Washington, 
DC cancel ties the two stamps on the cover. This type of cancel 
customarily was used on third and fourth class matter.

In the upper left corner, another Washington, DC handcancel 

was applied on the first day of issue. This appears to have been 
applied by a section in the Washington post office, but the specific 
section is unreadable. Are any readers familiar with this top of 
cancel, and would anyone know which section to which it might 
belong?

The �0¢ postage was paid for by two overrun country issues 
with reverse printing. The stamps overpaid the minimum insur-
ance rate (5¢ for less than or equal to $5 indemnity) and the third 
class rate (� �/2¢) for two ounces or less, by 3 �/2¢. If the cover 
weighed up to 6 ounces, the overpayment was only �/2¢. Harry 
Ioor produced the cachet.

An Insured First Day Cover
By Ralph H. Nafziger

This FDC for the Denmark overrun 
country issue (Sc. 920) was sent from 
Washington, DC to England with the 
correct surface postage for one ounce or 
less. It was forwarded to Cambridge from 
London. Apparently, the addressee could 
not be found in either city. Evidently, the 
addressee was involved with the Polish 
forces in England. The Polish markings 
are censor marks by censor number one. 
The Polish government in exile was 
based in London. Its postal service was 
inaugurated on December �5, �94�, and 
it produced stamps that were only valid 
for delivery in Great Britain and other 
friendly or neutral nations. This censor 
marking also was used to cancel these 
stamps on outgoing mail.

Forty-four days after the first day of issue, the FDC received 
two identical hand stamps of the Polish Field Post Office in Eng-
land. Presumably, the addressee was unknown at the forwarding 
address, and the FDC was cancelled in Cambridge six days later, 

whereupon it was returned to the sender, whose address is faintly 
rubber-stamped on the reverse.

The cachet was produced by the House of Farnam.


